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THE GALACTIC EARTH COUNCIL: REINTEGRATION OF EARTH KIN AND STAR KIN
Chapter 11
EARTH’S REINTEGRATION REVEALED
At an early age, I began to investigate the myths and stories told by our human ancestors, mothers,
father, and parental guardians. In doing so, the results of my life-long search and research of over fifty
years has taught me that much of the World history taught to us as children and adults is distorted,
fabricated or untrue. It became important to me, after my “Near Death Experience” as a child, that the
“True History” of the World be revealed. I have envisioned, ever since then, the “High Beings” that exist
in dimensions beyond this realm bringing forth the “True History” for all to know.
Here now I offer you the clear and direct “Words” of the High Spiritual Council. Their purpose is to
awakening humanity, Earth Kin as they call us, to the realization that a “Reintegration” of Earth Kin and
Star Kin, is unfolding on our Planet at this time. For those with ears to hear let them hear the voices of
our Ancestors, our Star Kin and know that the time has come for the Earth to once again become a
“Galactic Planet”. Here, the High Spiritual Council offers us their Great Wisdom and Knowledge
concerning the history of the Earth, giving us some of the missing accounts of how humankind, came
to be and how we came to live the life we are all living today.
The “Interdimensionally Activated Light Encodex” message
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from the Interdimensional Grouping and the High Spiritual Council was telepathically transmitted to
me while receiving “Amplified Currents of Energy” flowing downward through the Eight Chakra above
my head and into my Crown Chakra filling my whole body with “Amplified Light”. To assure my scientific
mind “If this is real”, I would receive a sharp touch to my left hand where my thumb and index finger
meet. It was always in the same place moments before I would begin to write. The Amplified Current
of Energy would subside as the writing stopped. It took me many weeks to adjust to the level of energy
that was running through my body to complete the transmitted writings in this chapter. May the
message of the High Spiritual Council be of benefit to All Sentient Beings, for All Time. May this writing
be of benefit to the All. The Activated Light Transmission began at 3:35 am 12-13-2016, Fairfax, CA
An Activated Light Transmission for Humanity
by the High Spiritual Council, the Prima Ultras
Glory in the Light of the Radiant One
“Greetings from on High our Beloved Earth Kin. We honor you in every way as our relations. For each
of you have been a part of a very long development, evolution, integration and purposeful placement
in the life of your planet Earth. We will start in offering you an understanding of one of the “Divine
Plans” initiated by the “Radiant One” and our position, as the High Spiritual Council, in formulating and
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manifesting the birthing of Earth’s own Galactic Intelligence or Beingness. We are an Interdimensional
Grouping of Cosmic Intelligence assigned to assist in the over-all existence of designated Sectors of
Time and Space and Universal-Planetary systems, this would include your Earth. We are a part of and
work in conjunction with the High Spiritual Council, Galactic Star Federation, Luminous Beings of Light,
and other Interdimensional Intelligences throughout Creation.
Your Earth, after billions of “ your Earth years” of existence, is in its integration stage of development.
This is a natural process that
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takes place on planetary and dimensional fields that can hold and maintain intelligent life. Your Earth
is a planet that is able to hold intelligent life as is other planets in your Solar System. Each planet or
dimensional field of existence that is created by our Radiant One to hold life is developed both
internally and externally by forces and intelligence that are eternal. Only by the will and grace of the
Radiant One can your Earth exist throughout time and space.
In the developmental stages the Supreme Forces, you call Nature Forces, are at play. We, of the High
Spiritual Council, are aware of all your human abilities and potentials. We see interdimensionally into
the far reaches of space, there to gaze upon the glory of the Radiant One’s Sourcial planetary creations.
We, of the High Spiritual Council, are a part of the workings of the Star Constellations, Universes and
other Cosmic Galactic manifestations and will continue to be so for long as the Radiant One wills it to
be so.
Your Earth is a part of an enormous system of planetary intelligences held within a “Sector of Time and
Space”. Your planet Earth moves, like cells in your human body, throughout the embodiment of a
“Sector”. Sectors embody vast regions of space, beyond your humanity’s current knowing of measure,
and are proportionately interdimensional in nature. Each Sector has Supreme Intelligence, Qualities,
and Function given forth by the Radiant One, establishing them as the ‘Guardians of Existence’ in their
areas of “Time and Space”.
The totality of the Cosmos is made up of infinite Sectors. Universal, Galactic and Planetary
embodiments move from one Sector of Time and Space unto another through five magneticelectro,
photonic, vibrational frequency modulations. When this happens the vibrational frequencies of the
embodiments, such as your Earth, began to shift and attune themselves to the Sector they are moving
through. All intelligent factors, including the vortexual, magneticelectro energy fields of your Earth, and
all its created life forms are included in this shift.
The vibrational frequencies of each Sector of Time and Space
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gives the Creation embodied within it the ability to evolve, develop, grow and gain purposeful
placement. Creation simultaneously experiences the breaking down and dissolving of vibrational
frequencies and patterns established in the previous Sector of Time and Space. Your Earth has been
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moving out of one Sector and into another Sector of Time and Space in unison with its Universal,
Galactic and Planetary embodiments to the ever-flowing rhythms of each Sector.
The Sector that your Earth is now moving into is of a much higher vibrational frequency than the
previous Sector it was within. This allows for the finalization of Earth’s own Galactic Intelligence to
complete its integrative development. Those of you currently incarnated on Earth in human form, are
a part of a much larger Galactic Intelligence within your Universe, its Galaxies, and Planetary Systems.
Know that for billions of your Earth Years Universal and Galactic Intelligences, called into action by the
Radiant One, from all over the Interdimensional Cosmos have visited and been a part of your Universe
and Planetary Systems. We of the High Spiritual Council were one such unified intelligence that has
been involved in the development, evolution, integration and purposeful placement of your Universe,
Galaxies and Planetary Systems since its earliest conception and will continue to be intricately woven
into your existence, by the will and love of the Radiant One.
In Earth’s early stages Radiant Cosmic Intelligences and members of the Vega, Andromeda, and Cygnus
Star Councils came forth from their galaxies and star systems to offer their supreme wisdom in the
activation of the “Ssheta”, your Milky Way, and the “genesis” of its new planetary bodies. This was the
Time and Space the fiery-greening of your planet took place. The Sector’s magneticelectro field,
frequency, and vibration the Earth was within dictated the building blocks upon which your Solar
System was built. As your Ssheta moved from one Sector of Time and Space to another its beingness
took on different forms of appearance, quality and function, continuing down through millennium. For
billions of your
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calculated Earth years your Planet has traversed the Sectorial Heavens effecting the evolving and
dissolving of Earth’s formation multidimensionally within your Ssheta, your Milky Way.
In time, Earth had developed its outer and inner embodiment enough to begin evolving its “radiant
potential”. Remember well, all of Creation is but an expression of the Sourcial Radiant One. The primary
harmonic tone, solaric frequencies, and vibrations of Earth held the potentiality for cosmic life to
incarnate upon and within its embodiment. In this, specific forms of Cosmic Intelligences and groupings
of Galactic Intelligences were called forth to join the Cosmic and Galactic Intelligences who were
already working on the evolutional phase of Earth’s genesis and your entire Universal, Planetary
development.
As your Ssheta, of which Earth is part of, entered the Sector or Cosmic Guardian whose frequencies,
vibrational qualities, and functions were one of “Divine Radiance” it became time to begin developing
your Earth’s Radiant Body, which would later be integrated with “Vibrational Septicles”, areas of Time
and Space designated for “Celestial Intelligent” life forms to reside. Interdimensional placements of
Celestial Intelligence would enable the development and evolution of “Stationary Colonies” on certain
planetary bodies to unify your Ssheta with the whole of our “Radiant Cosmos”.
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We give you this information to reveal to you the existence of Cosmic Celestial, and Galactic
Intelligences that have been and will continue to be a part of the workings of your Ssheta and all its
Planetary Solar Systems, including your Earth. All workings within your Cosmos are under the Cosmic
Forces of the Radiant One. We of the High Spiritual Council are a part of the Great Cosmic Forces
creating All Existence, our Beingness resides within all Dimension Fields of Awareness offering Spiritual
Illuminated Wisdom from all recesses of the Cosmos.
We emanate universal formulations, structural developments, evolutionary consciousness,
integrational activations, and purposeful intelligences activated through the reflective expressions of
the
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Radiant One. We, as the High Spiritual Council, retain alliances between Cosmic, Star, Galactic,
Planetary, Atomic, and Subatomic Natural States of Beingness.
Your Humanity is within the Atomic Structural existences, built up from Subatomic Natural Forces and
Intelligences. Your Subatomic Structural Particles are infinite and eternal. It is the Intelligent Forces
within your Atomic Structures that we are assisting in the Reintegration Awakening on your Planet.
Your Planet Earth has always been a part of the Ssheta, Milky Way and will continue to be so until the
Radiant One no longer gives expression to the whole of Earth’s Existence.
Throughout your Earth’s developmental stages, its “fiery greening” and “elemental structuring and
balancing” Beings of High Intelligence has been involved. It is the same in times when continents,
oceans and seas were formulated. There is no time in the history of your Earth that Cosmic Supreme
and Galactic Forces have not been present and working directly with Earth’s existence. All is in
accordance to the Expressional Manifestations of the Radiant One, whose Glory remains throughout
Eternity.
In Earth’s earliest existence, billions of your Earth years in the past, which is concursive to our “Eternal
Present Time”, Cosmic Supreme Beings with immeasurable intelligence were chosen or called forth to
assist in the development of Galactic-Planetary habitats throughout your Ssheta, Milky Way. They came
simultaneously to Earth and other Planetary Bodies within your Solar System to begin assisting in the
creation of living habitats called “Vibratory Septicles” and “Infrastructural Stabilizing Systems” for use
by Ultraterrestrial Groupings, known to you as your Star Kin. Many of the earliest Septicles are still
active today. Your Solar System became one in countless quadrillions of universal systems that were
developed during this time. Your Ssheta was and is still held as one unified “Sourcial Expression” of the
Radiant One.
The “Prima Ultras” or “First Ones” created by the Radiant One in conjunction with the Supreme Forces,
Galactic Intelligences, the High Spiritual Councils, and other Cosmic Intelligence, began their
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settlement work along your Earth’s North and South 15.5 equatorial parallels, at a time when Earth’s
Continent was one singular landmass. All Septicles were set up in harmony with the “radiant potential”’
of Earth’s stabilized magneticelectro field and your Galaxy’s planetary magnetic-electric field. Vibratory
Septicles and Infrastructural Stabilizing Systems were interdimensionally placed both under the oceans
and upon the dry land. The Vibratory Septicles, with advanced magnetic-electric technologies, were
stationed strategically along the 15.5 parallel to assist in the stabilization, and equalization of the
dynamic positive-negative anomaly fluxuations in Earth’s “Rotational Magnetic-Electric Field”. For
“Genetic” forms of life to exist, evolve and grow, they need placement in stabilized magnetic-electric
fields.
Once Earth’s dynamic rotational field had been set the process of “Genetically Greening” your Earth
took place, in support of the Prima Ultra Intelligence and other Planetary Galactic intelligences that
would take up residence upon your planet Earth. Much of Earth’s rich mineral deposits, microbial
chains of embodiment and chlorphonic rich plant species were developed directly through the
Supreme Forces and the Prima Ultras during the “Infrastructural Stabilizing” stages of your Earth’s
history.
Your entire Solar System and neighboring interdimensional Planetary Star systems throughout your
Ssheta were in different stages of development simultaneously. Your Ssheta is recognized as one
unified Galactic Intelligence made up of harmonic resonance, frequencies, qualities, and function that
are specific to its nature and purpose. Your Ssheta continues to exist within the “All Time” with its
parallel, multidimensional, vortexual nature. It is ever changing in its universal formulations, structural
developments, evolutionary consciousness, integrational activations, and purposeful intelligence
activation. You and all humanity are ever within the ever “Expression” of Sourcial Life Continuum.
Multicellular organisms were then developed along with diverse biological organisms that were
genetically engineered specifically for Earth, you would call some of these organisms Marine Life,
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others you would call Animals. Most of the biological life forms on Earth were brought to here from
the far reaches of the Cosmos. The universal formulations, structural developments, integrational, and
purposeful intelligences were placed strategically throughout Earth’s evolutionary process. Placement
of specific species were supported by the Supreme Forces you call Nature Forces and the Prima Ultra’s.
The Supreme Forces and the Prima Ultra will always be a part of Earth’s existence, as they work directly
with the Radiant One in the fulfillment of its Sourcial Expressions.
As Earth came into a state of harmonically evolved development, a “Conceptual Radiant Impulse” came
forth from our Radiant One to the Prima Ultras, the High Spiritual Council and a Council of Galactic
Intelligences. The “Radiant Impulse” brought forth the “Knowing” that it was time for Earth to have its
own “Signature Galactic Life Form”. The Signature Galactic Life Form would become the “Master
Formulation” for your “Twelve Original Earth Kin”, holding all the genetic encodings necessary for the
Human genesis process on Earth.
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From the Conceptual Radiant Impulse to the formulation and creation of the Signature Life Forms and
their process of “Finalization” with the placement of Galactic Intelligences within the Biological Units
the “Intentional Focus” of the creation of the Signature Life Forms was to individually manifest Sourcial
Expressions into your Dimensional Field. The process of manifesting individual Sourcial Expressions of
Earthly Human Life Forms will remain in a “State of Continuum” within all Time and Space until the
Radiant One no longer sends out the Conceptual Radiant impulse within the Dimensional Fields of your
Earth.
Prima Ultras carry the frequencies of “Divine Intent”. There has never, in the “Original Development”
of Earth’s Signature Galactic Life Form, a desire to rule, control, manipulate or dominate the Galactic
Intelligence embodied within Biological Units on your Planet. The Divine Intent was the creative
manifestation in Time and Space of a Radiant Impulse sent directly from our Sourcial Creator. The
Radiant Impulse we speak to you about includes
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Signature Galactic Life Forms groupings with incarnated Galactic Intelligences that makes up your
entire Solar System and encompasses the whole of your Ssheta.
Your Solar Grouping is one of many unified Galactic Intelligences that are integrated within your Ssheta.
We of the High Spiritual Council have been given permission to offer this information to you as the
Reintegration of the Earth Kin with your Solar and Ssheta, Milky Way has begun. Earth is reawakening
to its Galactic Origins once again. Each “Human Being” incarnated on your Earth is a Galactic
Intelligence embodied in a “Biological Unit”, you call a “Physical Body”. Your Physical Human Bodies
are the manifestations of Earth’s Original Signature Galactic Life Forms. There are exceptions in certain
individual Galactic Intelligences that reside here upon your Planet Earth having a mixture of their
original Galactic Life Form and Earth’s Original Signature Galactic Life Formation. This knowledge is
reflected in the chronicles of your Earth from the past unto present Time and Space.
For billions of your Earth years Galactic Intelligences have incarnated into Biological Earth Forms
enabling them to live out their “Sourcial Expressive” purpose and function in new areas of Time and
Space, such as your Earth. Incarnation into your Planet’s Signature Galactic Life Form was often
beneficial for some Galactic species whose biological makeup was not compatible to your Earth’s
atmosphere, temperature and other climatic differentials. Embodying the Biological Unit of Earth
offered a sustainable existence for their needs.
Know that the earliest Earth Signature incarnations took place billions of your Earth years after your
planets first conception and manifestation. During the Time and Space of Earth’s primal stages of
development, all Cosmic and Galactic Intelligences were working in unison on behalf of the Radiant
One, in the formulating of your Ssheta, Milky Way.
Galactic Intelligences were specifically chosen to embody the newly formed Earthen Biological Units
according to their innate qualities and function in the Cosmos. Twelve original “Biological Units”,
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Humanoid in shape and form, were chosen and created using entrainment of elemental particles with
specific genetic vibrational frequencies and electromagnetic polarizations. The “Radiant Essence” of
each individual Galactic Intelligences was then placed within the Biological Units with the purpose of
stabilizing the formation. Each newly formed Earth Being incarnated into a form with a quality and
function unique to its purpose, all Original Twelve Signature Galactic Life Form, or Original Twelve as
they were called were sexually androgynous in nature. This Original Twelve become your “Prima Earth
Kin” Ancestors.
The Original Twelve Earth Kin were Galactic Intelligences who came from distant Star Systems, each
carrying the seeds of profound awareness and evolutionary purpose. The life span for each of the
Original Earth Beings ranged in the thousands of your Earth years, enabling the development of the
species to take hold, as Earth’s Greening environment was being developed.
The Original Twelve or “Prima Earth Beings” lived and functioned alongside all other Galactic
Intelligences who were on Earth, their evolutionary progress and intellectual purpose was of great
importance. They did not live a primitive existence among the Greening environment of your planet.
The primary focus during the Greening of Earth’s environment was developing the multicellular
organisms and strengthening the intricate symbiosis of the “Interdimensional Integrative Biological
Field of Existence”. This allowed for a “Unified Hologramic Infusionary System”, a “Unified Ecological
System” as you would call it, to be developed from differential fields, and quantum sub-particles to full
organism evolvement. All that is manifested within your Dimensional Field is integrated dynamically in
alignment with that which exists externally and internally to itself, the created “Field of Eternal
Existence”.
Before being given placement within the Greening Environment, the Original Twelve Earth Kin lived in
the Vibratory Septicles and functioned in the Infrastructural Stabilizing Systems, as did all Galactic
Intelligence who were present at that time.
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Prima Earth Beings or Original Earth Beings adjusted to their Earthly Galactic intelligence and
embodiment, maturing fully empowered as cosmogenic consciously awakened Beings. Their lives
would develop and evolve according to the qualities and functions of their existence by their innate
powers and intelligence through the thousands of your Earth years of existence.
Prima Earth Beings and the Galactic Intelligences established presidency on your Earth in continuance
of the Great Plan to develop, evolve and give placement to your Solar System within your Ssheta. We
give you this information, so you will understand that the history of the formation of your Humanoid
embodiment on Earth is much more than your concept of Humans existing in primitive states. There is
much exaltation in the “Seeds” of your Human Existence. We honor this within your Beingness. The
development of “Septicles” (Living and working spaces created inter-dimensionally adjacent to Earth’s
Dimensional Field of existence) and “Vibrational Earth Structuring” (Vibrationally attuned structures to
stabilize and enhance Earth’s and other planetary system’s Unified Field of Existence) took place during
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the time when your Earth was of one continent, this being one thousand million of your Earth years in
your mathematical standing. The universal movement of your Galaxy in Time and Space through
billions of Sectors of Time and Space imbued with Sourcial Intelligence became the means that slowly
initiated change within your Earth’s existence.
The Galactic Intelligences and Prima Earth Intelligences who came or incarnated in the early beginnings
of your Earth, many of which remain to this day, experienced great changes in the landscape and the
formation of your Planet. All their experiences are recorded in the geological framework and cellulous
matter of your arbors or trees. It is the origin where your adage “Trees of Life’ comes from. The
“Essence of Galactic Consciousness” is written within the “Photonic Fire Essence” of your geological
landscape, the minerals and fossils. “Divine Consciousness” reconciles manifesting
shape and form interdimensionally. It is Divine Consciousness that
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formulates the infrastructural foundation of all forms in your Earth’s Dimensional Field.
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